The Power of Purpose
A SERIES OF SEMINARS BY THE

Atosú leadership institute

12, 19 & 29 November 2021
3 x 9 0 m i nu t e s e s s i o n s

Take 90 minutes for fresh insights
and clarity. Find your purpose.
Restart your ambition.
Through ‘The Power of Purpose’ you can explore how to drive
performance through delivering on higher purpose, in your own life
and career, and in the organisations you lead. It is designed for leaders,
entrepreneurs and those with ambition.
The pandemic brought
the New York restaurant
industry to its knees, but
top Chef Daniel Humm
used higher purpose to
beat his own creative
burnout and come back
stronger. Eleven Madison
Park re-opened as a
vegan restaurant where
one dinner also means
five meals for the foodinsecure – “It’s time to
redefine luxury as an
experience that serves
a higher purpose and
maintains a genuine
connection to the
community,” says Humm.

These 90-minute seminars will not take over your day, but will offer you
real time away from distraction, so you can get clarity on your bigger
picture, and find meaning, direction and new energy.

Our Speakers

Robert E. Quinn				

Anjan V. Thakor

The seminars will be delivered by the University of Michigan’s Robert E.
Quinn and Anjan V. Thakor from the Olin Business School at Washington
University in St. Louis whose revolutionary work on meaning, purpose
and performance featured on the cover of the July 2018 Harvard
Business Review.

Register now at portal.atosu.ie

‘The Power of Purpose’ answers a
pressing need
Burnout is at epidemic proportions. Remote leadership in decentralised
organisations makes it harder to connect and collaborate. The ‘command
and control’ leadership model is broken. We need a principle which
guides and aligns. We need higher purpose.

US accountants KPMG
ran a campaign asking
employees to describe
what they do in terms of
purpose. Thousands replied
with stories such as ‘I fight
terrorism…by helping to
stop money laundering’.
KPMG later won the No.12
spot on Fortune’s 100 best
companies to work for,
with huge returns in
retention and fulfilment.

The Seminars
NOVEMBER 12:

Purpose and Meaning—beyond the clichés
NOVEMBER 19:

Addressing the issues related to Purpose and Meaning in
your organisation
NOVEMBER 29:

Implications for Performance—
Performance—a brief plan for your leadership

and organisation

Each seminar takes place at 8am US Eastern / 1pm GMT

What will I get from the seminars?
•
•
•
•

An opportunity to identify and connect with your higher purpose
Be challenged and grow as a person and as a leader
Tools and strategies to help you align purpose with performance in
your organisation
A pathway for further development, a restart and new energy

‘The Power of Purpose’ is an entry point to a leadership
support network
Join a community of people who are inspired by higher purpose and
driven to make a difference in our organisations, industries and larger
communities. We believe authentic, sustainable leadership makes for
good business and a better world. Tormay House, the Atosú headquarters
in Dublin, is our home for this global network. Visit, connect, share
stories and remote work from Tormay.

Cost €400
Registration details
Register at portal.atosu.ie or contact us to discuss options* or find
out more.

About Atosú

Bank of America customer
operators’ purpose and
actions were aligned with
a clear and simple guiding
question – ‘will this make us
better operators?’ Excellence
became a destination and
employees followed with
energy and agency. So
much so that when asked to
take on new processes for
resolving customer issues,
the operatives said no, and
shone a light instead on
the operational failures
that necessitated call centre
inquiries in the first place.

Atosú, named after the Gaelic word for ‘restart’, is an Irish leadership
institute addressing a global audience. Atosú is about authentic,
sustainable leadership and performance for a new world of constant
change. We run onsite and online leadership programmes, and planning
and creative activities that help you find clarity and calm.

From stillness comes action.
You are welcome to join us on our Leadership – Why Bother? course
which is a week-long onsite programme at Tormay House, Atosú’s Dublin
base, where you can explore purpose and performance in depth.

For further information:

email: hello@atosu.ie
web: atosu.ie
Atosú
Tormay House
70 Clontarf Road
Clontarf
Dublin 3
D03 XC53
Ireland

* We welcome both opportunities for partnerships and applications for a limited number of free
and reduced cost tickets reserved for lower-funded organisations. Group bookings welcome.

